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It is shown that, for a Tychonoff space X, the complete upper semilattice K(X) of com- 
pactifications of X is a lattice if either (1) /3X\X is realcompact and C*-embedded in /3X, or (2) 
/3X\X is a P-space and clax(/W\X) is an Fspace. The concept of bounding lattice is introdticed 
and examples of spaces X are given such that K(X) is a lattice but not a bounding lattice. A 
certain class of Tychonoff spaces X ils constructed such that K(X) is a lattice. 
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Lattice upper semicontinuous decomposition realcompact , 
All spaces considered are assumed to be Tychonoff. i.e., completely regular ::nd 
Hausdorff. By a compactification of a space X we mean a compact space .whkh 
contains X as a dense subset. Two compactifications U; and ‘IT2 oaf are regarded 
e set of all compactifi 
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point for each i = 1,. . . , j is called a Lo~nding la 
b-&&e, if for each YE K(X) there is a compact subset 
Yac(X : Kj. aearly if X is locally compact, then (X) is a b-lpttice. If K1 and PC, 
are two compact subsets of /3X\X, then c(X : Ki) (X:KluKz), i=l,2.Soany 
two members of K(X) has a lower bound implying that K(X) is a lattice. In [S] 
Visliseni and Hachsmeyer give an example of a non-locally compact space X such 
that K(X) is a b-lattice. In this paper we provide some suf@ient conditions on 
$XfX which make K(X) a b-lattice. In particular, we show that* K(X) is a b-lattice 
if either (1 j pX\X is realcompact and pX\X is C?‘-embedded @I /3X, or (2) /3X\X 
is a P-space and cl ,&pX\X) is an F-space. Recall that a space T is a P-space if 
every zero-set, in T is open, and that T is an F-space if every cozero-set in T is 
C*-embedded. 
It is within reason to believe that if K(X) is 3 L. rtice, then F(X) is a b-lattice. 
owever, we will wnstauct spaces X such that K(X) is a; lattice but not a 
, 
In [5] Magi1 proves that for two locally compact spaces X an4 Y, K(X) is lattice 
isomorphic to K( Yj if and only if pX\X is homeomorpSlic to /?Y\ Y. In [6] 
yburn shows thaf for two spaces X and Y if K(X) is isomorphic to K(Y), then 
\X) is homeomorphic to R(PY\ Y), where kT, for a space T, denotes the 
associated with T. That is kT = T and LJ c: kT is open In kT if and only if 
is open in K ? Y every compact subset K of T. Ah, Rayburn gives an 
example of spaces X and Y such that p,‘k’\X and pY\ Y are both homeomorp%c to 
(0, P)* the open unit interval, but K(X) is not isomor hit to K(Y). In t.Gs examp!e, 
however, neither K(X) nor K(Y) are lattices and /K(X)l”O= lK(Y)/No, where ITI, 
for a set T, denotes the cardinality of 2: In Section 3 we will give examples of spacf:s 
X and Y such that px’\X and p Y\ Y are discrete spaces of the same cardinality, 
K(X) and K(Y) are both lattices but IS(X)l = exp IK( Y)]. ; 
In the remainder of this section definitions, notations and facts that are 
frequently used throughout he sequel are introduced. ’ 
A decomposition of a space X is a partition of X into compac :L decom- 
position QI! oi X is called z.qpea sem~continuous, d..&xzviated 9~ if _K E LL’, 
then there is 2.n open set c ,cv 
f 8). set satisfying the last dondition is called 
1 
EtXc,Y,ffE se 
(e) If F is a closed subset of X, 
(f) Let A be a clopm, i.e. 9 c 
For a spxe .Y and Y ue sur- 
Propitbn 1.4. Let’ X be a space, then the following are equiuaient 
(a) K(X) ti a I;clt%& (b-lattice). 
I 
(b) L?fia[X*) is a lattice (b-lattice). I 
(6) B”,~(X*) is a lattice (b-lattke). 4 
.Eee 1.5. Let (X( <H, and YE K(X). Defke T = Y + [S, qJ\X >C {aa}, where 
((8cr is the least ordinal of cardinality Ma. Then /3T = Y x [q, o,], T* = Xx {o,} and 
yr”F = Y X(CIO~}. So K(T) is anti-isomorphic to &(X). 1 
A surjection f: X + 5 between spaces X and Z, is called pe@et if f is closed and 
fl(z) is compact for each 2 C Z 
&opo&ion I.6 [2]. Let X b e a space and % be a continuoy perfect (not necessarily 
Tychono$) image of X under f : X + Z. ‘Then 9 
(a) 2 is regular and Hausdofl. 1 
(b) Z’f Z is Tychorzofi YE K(X)p Y’E K(Z) and if g&z Y+ Y’ is a continuous 
exl&ztion off, then g( y\X) C Y”\Z. 
, Q denote the sts of natur& numbers, real numbers artd rational numbers, 
respectively. 
In this section we study the semilattices of dual decompositions and provide SG ,te 
suticient conditions for K(X) to be a b-lattice. 
W 2.1. Let X be a space, YE K(X) and F be p closed subset of X- L<et 
Z=dyF. 
(a) Let a E D”,(Xj and y E D”,(F), then cv/P~ D;(F) &nd yg E D%(X). 
(b) Bf D%(X) is a lattice (b-lattice), then D%(F) is a l&tice (b-lattice). 
(c) Let N be the set of natural numbers, therz for each &E Dzw (RI), & is fit&e. 
4. (a) Let a E D‘&(X), then ti = a”y1.Z ED(Z) by the definition of D”,(X) anJ 
Proposition 1.1(d). Let z E Z\F, then z E Y\,F since F k closed in X. So {Z}E cu’y 
i’mplying {z} E 6, i.e., iSeD,(F). CIexIy ib?lF=alF, so +ED~(E). Let YE 
D%(F). Then 7 = ~5 E I&(F), SO 7% = (y”y)(X E D%(X) iby Propoisition H(d). 
(b) Suppose that D”,(X) is a lattice and 5, q E J@(F). Then 65, &E D%(X), 
thm cy = sup {&, I&} exists in D%(X). ‘We have. @E D%(F), & r) G tiIF* So 
sup $?c:, q} exists in D%(F), i.e., D%(F) is a lattice. Subpose &at .D$( 4X) is a b-lattice 
and ~ED$(F). Then q = 7/ex E D’&(X), so CI~(U$&~ =&([J’JQ) is compact. 
Therefore D’$&Fj is a b-fattice. 
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(c) Let &EDOpN( e that & 5 infinite. Let {_,yn: IE E distinct 
members of &. Fo pick k, E K,, and set K = {k,,: n Let pE 
G c~,~K. Siuce cl,NK is open in 8RI anit: 6 E D”,,(N), then there exists an 
W in @IV such that W n X is &saturated nd p E M/s cl,,,,K. ‘we have 
WMC#.$, so let k,,,e WnK. Then K,,,E Wr7 E: K, i.e. K,,, = {k,,,} E&, a 
contradiction. So & is finite. 
Drz%TinWn 2.2. Let X be a space, Y E K(X), % be a family of lr:ompact subsets of X 
and p E Y. aU is said :‘o be U~FP semicontinuous at p, abbrevklted as U§C stp, if for 
each open neigh 5orhood W of p in Y, there is an open neighborkood V of 3 in Y 
such that Vd #’ and W contains each member of % which meets o/. 
The following theorem wih provide us with a sufficient condition for K(X) to be 
a lattice. It will be especially useful in Section 3. 
Theorem 2.3. Let Xbe a space, % be a family of compact subsets of Xsuch that % is 
IiJSC at each p E pX\X. Then CE&~ J ad) is contained in vX, where vX ak:!notes the 
Hewitt realcompactification of X. aIn particular, if X is realcompact, then D&X) is C_ 
b-lattice. 
Pro&~ Suppose that there is a p E dPx (U &) and iz& uX. Ihen there is a continu- 
QUS iunction g: /!?X+[O, I] such that g(p) = 0 and g(x) > 0 for each x E X By 
induction on n we will corrstruct hree sequences {Km: n E N}, {a,: n E 
{b, : n E N) satisfying 
(i) K,, E %; a,, b,, E (0, m), for all n E N. 
(ii) 0 < bF,+I C a, < b,, for all n E iU, 
(iii) b, < I/n for all n 22, 
(iv) K,, z {y E flX? a,, < g(y) < b,,]. 
n = 1: Let K1 E 4& be arbitrarily chosei;. Let al =$ inf {g(x): x E K,} and bl = 
2 sup {g(x): JY: E K}. Since KI is compact and. p > 0 on X we have 0 < a3 < bI. Also, 
Ic’r~{y~/3X: are:g(y)<bl}. 
n 2 1: Suppose that K,,, a, and b, have already been conskructed. Let b,+l = 
imin{a”, l/(n+l)} and W={y~~:n/: g(y) : brr+I). W is an open neighborhood of 
a in #3X and % is USC at p. Hence there is an open neighborho V of p in p 
such th9t Vs W and W contains each :member ot % which meets V. Since 
p ~cl&(,) %J, then therr: is a K,,+* E ad such that b’n K,,+ P 8. Then K,+I or- 
Let a,+1 = f inf {g{(x): x E Kn+t}, then O< a,,+l since .&&+! is cc,mpact and g > 0 on 
X Clearly, Kn+r G (y : an+.1 < g(y) < bn+dw pletes the construction. 
Now, for each ~5 ick two distinct members ’ xn iand yn of K, and set 
is dkcrete. Let 
ere is fn E C*(X) sue 
g(t) > &.,. CK :., {x E X: g(x) I= S,} is ara open neighborhood of r in X and flu = 
2&&-, fi* i u1 Thus f is wel! deked c’lnd continuous. Clearly J extends k ft follows 
that M is a C’kmbedded and conseqtiently closed copy of N in X. So @A& = clpxM. 
L&f e = ({&, y,): n E I), it can bc easily seen that & D&,,(M) and & = E is 
infinite contradicting to Lemma 2. I(c).. So cJ&IJ %J G OX. 
. Let X be a P-space and YE K(X). If Y is an F-space, then I&(X) 
h a bbattie. In fact, if u! E if?y(~x)T tbt ad is @&?. 
. !!hppox that & E &(x) and ad is infinite. hi {&: n E 
ise distinct member of 
and set V = {x,, y,: ra E . Since X ;s a Fsp 
is an F-space, then V is C*==embedded in Y t4 
CT*-e.mkdded copy of N ip Y. It fohows that cl@ = @V 
is a P-space and V is countabfe, then there is a nei 
Irt==fl. Hen02 V 
&+ = &I, $I): n f 
finite. 
Using Proposition 1.4 we now translate Theo 
terminology of compactifications to obtain sufkient 
b-iattice- 
2.3 and 2.4 into the 
itions for K(X) to be a 
IA X be a yam. 
is realcompuct artd is C*-embedded in *k&(X) is c2 b-lattice. 
(b) If fiX\X is a P-space and cl&fiX\X) is an F ,:e, t&n euch YE K(X) is 
of the form c(X:K&.., K,,) for some compact whets K1, * . . , K,, of pX\X. I. 
particular, K(X) is (2 b-lattice., 
We first apply the preceding theorem to produce two exanlples of nowhere 
Irocally compact spaces X such that K(X) is a b-lattice. The first of these examples 
has been given by G. Woods in a talk the author has had with him. The second one 
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denote the absolute of + A be the caryok;ll perfect irreducible 
surjection. Then p-‘(S) ense, realcomoact, C”-embedded in EA 
and nowhere locally compact. It fc>Blows from Theorei %.5(a) that K( p-‘(S)) is i 
Mmartce. 
E:L x is a P-spebce, then p is an F-space [4, Theorems 14.29 and 14.251, so 
Dpx(X) is a b-lattice. It follows that Q&X) may be a b-lattice without X being 
realcompact for there exists a no c-realcompact P-space , Example 9L], 
For each irrational PE choose a sequence { pn : n E of ration& which COEI- 
verges top9 andset U~(p)=(p)u(p,: nd}. Then 
, p irrational} v{(a): p ratior.al} 
is a base for open sets on xvith this topology. Et can be easily seen 
that S is a locally compact Hausdorfl space and D = {p: p irrational) is 2. closed 
discrete subset of S. Also, the identity map from S onto R is continuous. Thus S is 
realcompact [4, Theorem 8.133. By Lemma 2.1(b) and Theorem 2.3, D+,(D) is a 
b-lattice but clsxQ # /3rd since D is not C*-embedded in S. So if X is a spab:e, 
YE K(X) and if &(X) ttice it does not I”‘ollow that Y = /3X. 
The condition that P-space is not enough to imply that K(X) is a 
To show the one point camp 
x10, WI\ x{col) ;&d pX\X = 
) is anti-isc!morphic to K(X). Let 
&=({2n- L, h}: nc 
Then 4, r) E f&(N) but sup {& q) does not exist in DN.(N). 
We close this section by showing that property of being a b-lattice is preserved by 
topdogical sums. 
LA ( : i E I} be a family of 
for each i E i: Let X be the topoiogicnl sum 
contradicting to the hypothesi!. 
ts an a-saturated open set V in /3X such that p E VS 
\L). Since Vn(l_,l OQ) #0, then K& G V for some K,,+l E ad. If 
then Xi nX\L # 0. Since X\E is #(A:: i E I)-saturated, then Xi s 
= U{X: I$ n li& + fQ is disjoint from L. This completes t
pick two distinct members x,, y, E K, and set D = 
Clearly D is a closed, @“-embedded copy, of in X and 
}, a contradiction. Thus D&X’) is a b-lattice. 
If X is a Zo~ully ~omptxt, puracompalct space,. then D&X} is ta 
X is the topo!o<gical sum of locally compact and cr-compact spaces [2, 
eorem 7.33 and every cr-compact space is realcompact. , 
For a space X let us set 
P(X) = (a E D(X): ff E D",(X) for Some YE K(X)]. 
in this section, for each SE D”(X) we will construct a compactification &%C of X and 
will1 show that L&(X) is a lattice if every continuous, perfect T’ychonoff image of .X 
is realconpact. Before we proceed with the construction of 6X’s we state a fear 
facts concerning the relationship between D(X) and D*(X). 
Let aED and E=U 
. h parti~dar if X is locally ciclmpa 
is loc&y compw, then 
put the quotient 
and u,(jj)=p for 
f. (a&et YEK( ) be such that a! E “v(X). ‘We have T e following diagratn 
(1,) IA h : Y -9 2 be the unique conbnuous urjection such ;that h(x) = x for each 
x E X and &!E D’&(X). Let K E & and G be an open neighborhood of K in Z. If 
# E 6’ then h-‘(K) = K and if K = {z), z E Z\X, then h”( 3) F y\X In either case 
h”(K) is $&saturated subset of h-l@). Hence there exists an $$+aturated open 
set “N in Y such that h-‘(K) s W s h-l(G). Let V = Z\h( Y;\ P’), fhe:li K s VZ G 
and V is &-saturated since V n X = W n X 
(c) The “if” part follows from (a) and (b). The “only if” ‘part follows from the 
proof of (a) and Proposition 1.2. 
Naturally one expects to find conditions which will characterize the projective 
order on {ax: a E D*(X)} in teEn of D*(X). We now proceed with the investiga- 
tion of such conditions. 
I I 
3.3. Let X be a space, cx, y E D(X) and C be a compact subset of X We 
saz; 3 aims ET$M~ y wit/~ respeclt $0 C if L E o! and Lg C, then L is contained in 
some member of y. M/e write ar scrcy if cbl almost refines, y with respect to C. 
Note that cy s y if and only if cfy sti/ y. Wc say Q! almost refines y and write ar soy if 
a eacry for some compact subset C of X 
By Theorem 3.2(c) it suffices to show that (x E D!&(X). Let y E yX\,X and G 
be an open nei&borhood of y in yX Let C be a compact: subset of X such that 
QI s 4cy and C? = St {C, y). C* is a compact *r_saturated subset of X so y E W\C*. 
Since y E D$&Q, then there is an open set 1.7 in yX such that y E V G W\C* s W 
and %’ IT X is y-saturated. Let L E a! be such t1let L n V * $3,: then LS C: Thus there 
existzM~ysuchthatL~K.Then~=Vn\<,soL~K~V~W. 
The converse of the preceding proposition is not true in general. As a conznter 
example u{p} be the one point compact’ification and X= 
P, &ix be the ‘Iychonoff plank. * and p= 
{(P): FE A}. Set cy = p u{{(wl., 2k - 1), [ox, 2k)): k 
Then OX == yX -= pX, but CY~ a~ and yg a~. It s ould also be noted that X is an 
a!/most compact space and D&.X) is not a lattice as a, y & D&X) but sup {ar, y} 
1 d ws not exist in Dfi#(X). 
The following t:ieorem provides a partial converse to position 3.4. 
se that is rea~com~act, 
, 
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before. We claim that % = {f,(L): LE (Y and If,(Lji 2 2) is USC at each point 
p E pxY\X, To show the claim let p E pX?\X, and G be ail open neighborhood of p, 
in flXy Let q be the unique point in yX\X such that u,(q) =p. By Theorem 
3.2 (c), cy E D$(X) so there exists an open set W in YX such that q E W s u;’ (6) 
and W nX is a-saturated. Let V== j3XY\u,(yX\ W). Then JJE Vc G and V IS 
open in Px, Now, let &E a! br: such that V&(L) # 8’ and If,(L)1 2 2. The:rl 
L n W # fl, SO L s W. Thus we get f,(L) z u,,(W) s u,,tiyl (G) = 6. This proves tht: 
claim. 
Now, let T= cl&U 4k). By Theorem 2.3 Tz XV so C = Sr (G’(T), cc) is a 
compact subset of X, and Q! s =cy. For let LEQI and MC. TFFlen Lnf;‘(T)=@, 
i.e., fy(i)& %. So f,(L) = {x} for some x E Xr Then LE&* (x)E ‘yy therefore 
0 s a&Y* 
De6nition 3.6. A space X is called stiongly realcompact, abbreviated as s-r&& 
corq~& if for each y E D*(X), X7 is realcompact. 
?n [3] Frolik shows that every normai, countably paracompact and realcompact 
sptice is s-realcompact. In general, a realcompact space is not s-realcompact. 
Tlaemm 23, Le t X be 4rz s-realcompact space and cy E D*(X). I;,rhegt D&(X) is a 
lattice. 
Let 5, V~ E D&(X). Then by Theorems 3.2 and 3.5, 6~ *LUCY and q s ac*cU 
for sdme compact subsets Cl and Cz of X Let C = St (C1 9 C2, cy) and v = 
{C}U{LE CU: L &Y\\C}. Then ve,X E D(cuX) since C is as&-saturated and a& 
D(d). Moreover 5” v and q s V. For let L E 6. We want to find 3 T E v such that 
L s T If Lc C, then let T = C If L&, then Lg Cl so there exl.sts a T E a! such 
that L c’ T. If T n C # fl, then L c T c C, a contradiction. So T n C = 0, i.e. T E V. 
This shows that S < v, Similarly q s v, so DEx(X) is a lattice. 
We now give some applications (4 the theorems proved in this section. 
. For every locally compact, s-realcompact and non-compact space X 
ists a space T such that /3T\T is homeomorphic an (Tb is a lattice 
which is rot a b-lat 
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It can be easily trerified that 8~ D(X), so $ E L,“(X) by Propositkn 311. Let cy be an 
ordin;il SU& that ix1 <K,. Set T = 6X X [0, &&X X {a~& Sin ze cl&KG X, then 
&&f) is not a b,-lattice. So by Proposition ll.4 and Example 1.5, :K( T) is not a 
b-lattice, &t K(T) is a lattice by Proposition f .4 and Theorem 3.7. j
In [6] Ray&n gives example of spaces T and S such that @5’\S and /3T\T are 
both BIomeomosphic to the open unit interval (0,1) but K(S) is not isomorphic to 
K(T),. We give a brief discussion of his example. Let X = (0, 1), Y’ ;be the one point 
comptir=tification f X and Z be the two point compactification. of X Set T = 
[0, wr:ix Y\{o~} x X an’d S = [0, or] x Z\(oi} X ;K Then @T = [Cl, ~~1 x ml, flS = 
[Q, w&GZ and #3nT= pS\S= (ol}XX Rayburn [6] shows that K(T) is not 
isomorphic to K(S). S-y Proposition 1.3 K(T) and K(S) are an&isomorphic to 
f&(X) and Ep,(A& respective!y. It can be easily seen that neither &(X) nor 
D=(X) are lattices. Notv, let p = f&(X)i - lK(n( and q = (&(X)1 = IK(S)l. Then 
(I=+ by Theorem 3.2(b). For HEN, na3 and l EDO~(X), set K,+‘#, 1-n-‘] 
and ‘Y,, = (ylK&. Them it is easy to verify that the function 7 + {y”: 12  3) is an 
injection from DF (X) into n{D>(X): n 2 3). Hence q G ~7 6 qHO and consequently 
@a=, % 
P 4= I 
E e 3.9. Let _K I~NZ a discrete spg ce of 3nfinite cardinality. Then there are 
spaces ’ and T such t!tat (i) K(T) and Y(S) are both lattices, (ii) #T\T are both 
homeomorphic to X, and (iii) IK( ~‘)1= e:::p 1x1 and 1 K(S)! = 1x1. 
l Let 6 be a family of pairwise dis)oint subsets of X such that if L E & then 
IL1 = 2 and lJ6 = X. “Ihen e E D(X). Let CI be an ordinal such that 1k1 c Ho. Define 
T as in ik previous example and let S = fi!X x [0, o,]\X x {ma). Then m = (K(T)( = 
D&X Sl and it = IK l[S)I = lD&X)l. Let % = (A G A’: A is finite} and 9 = 
{V r’ z 91: ‘W is finite).. Then l%l= I4kl= 1x1. Also by TlaGorem’ 2.4 {rar,i :LY E 
&(A)~G 9 and a --, od is a one-to-one function from &x(X) into 55C Thus 
n = f,zk I.To show that ,rp~ = exp IX], define for each & c 6, , 
y(~) = A ti(ulx): xE x\( JM}. 
, 8 
Then A -, y(d) is a on+to-one functkrl from the power set of g into D&X). Thus 
exy Irl= eq9 1x1 G m. Clearly m G exp 1x1, hence yip = exp [Xl. ; 
6 
. There are spaces S and T such that K(S) and K(T) are isomorphic 
b-lattices t;s:t pS\S is not homeomorphic /3T\ T I 
Let X be an infinite p-space of cardinality less than ?+, such that X is not 
discr&e. Let El be the discrete space whose underlying set is pr’ and g : D + X be 
any bijeclion. lt folio eorem 2.4 that the function G : 
DBx 1X) deksd ‘by E &}, &z Q&D), is an 
‘.r = /3X x [0,o,,]\.X x an xpo, qJ\D x{qJ. & ZKl 
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. CO dions zero- 
In this section we will show that if X is a locally compact, s-realcompact space, 
a! E D(X) and YE K(X) is such that cuX< Y and \X is zero-dimensional, then 
D*(X) is a lattice. By a zero-dimensional space we mean a qpace with a basis 
consisting of clopen sets. 
~~DIIU 4.1. Let X be a hdly compact space and YE K(X) be such that 1 U\Xl s 2. 
Suppose that 6, q c D%(X) and ‘y = sup (6, q} exists in D(X), then y E D%(X). 
Fre~~fo Let p E Y\X and V be an open neighborhood of p in Y. We want to show 
thar there exists a &-saturated open neighborhood W of p contained in K If 
Y\X = {p}, then there is a compact subset L of X such that p E Y\L c: V. Then 
W = Y\St (L, y) is the required open neighborhood of p. So suppose that Y\X = 
{pl, pz) with p = pl. There are open sets G1, Gz, WI and WZ in Y such that 
(i) PIEGIg W1sV,andpzEGzc W,, 
(ii) clyW1 ncl~W2 = 0, 
(iii) Wi n X is &saturated and Gi t? X is rl_sar:lrated for i = -1.2. 
Let T=X\(G,uG&Y\(GIuG2), K=St(xyj and Hi=Xn\vi\K for i= 
1,2.~enX=K:u~~uH2andH~nH2=H~nK=~~~r~K=0.Let~~~,=y)Kand 
yi = YlHi for i = 1,2. Set p = ~0 u y1 u ~2. Note that W = HI u { pl) is a ,psaturated 
opera neighborhood of p1 in Y contained in K Thus it suffices to show that 3; = up. It is 
eas!! to verify that p E D(X) and p < ‘y. We claim that e IJ r) s p. For let L c e u 7 and 
~~rybesuc~~thatLEM.IfLn~Z0,thenLcNrMandMEyo.Sujup~ssc 
that LnK=fi. Then LnHi#Ofor somejE{l,2}. If LE& then LsHjnMEyi 
aiwe Hi is &saturated. If L E q, then L n Gj # 0, since L s X\K s (Gl u G2)\K and 
L n Wj # 0. TITUS L = M n (Gj\K) s M n HI E 3/j, since Gj\K is vsaturated. There- 
fore &u q < p < y and p E D(X). It follows that p = y. 
Lenrma 43 [lj. Let X be a locally compact space and YE K(X) be such that Y\X is 
zero-dimewtonal. Then Y = supK(x,{Z E K(X): Z s Y ao\id iZ\Xl s 2). 
eore 3. Let X be n locally compuct .vpct-e, YE K(X) be such that Y\X is 
zero-jdimensional. Let & 7 E D”y(X) and Q E D(X). 
(a) If Y = sup 16, r7) exists in D(X), then y E 3&(X). 
@) If X is s-realcompact and CRX s r/l then Do! (X) is a lattice. 
6 Y. Then 
is a lattice. 
Theorem 4.3(a) may not hold if Y\X is not zero dimensional1 even when X = 
the following example shows. 
A. There is a compactificaEion Y of 
y = sup {& q) exists in D 
Let [CL l] be the unit 
k 2”); x= U{.x--: n 
interval. For each pil E set X, = {(n’-‘, m2’“): 
and Y = X u {0} x [0, . Y has the subspace 
topology from [S, l] X [o‘, I] n X is a dense copy of in Y and YE K(X). Set 
m& = {(it-‘, (:!k - 1)2-“), @I’*, k2-“+I)), l< k <2”’ -l, 
?jmk ={(?i-‘, k2-“+’ ),(1?,(2k-+1)2-“)}, Oaks2”-“-1, 
















consider open neii 
As a consequence of Theorem 3.5 orte might expect o prove that if X is a locally 
compact, s-realcompact space, 6, q e L (X), and if y = sup {& qj exists in D(X), then 
7X = inf (6X, 7X). However, this is r,ot true In general. For let X, U, Js and T be 
defined as in Example 4.4. Then yX # inf {6X, qX}, for otherwise YG 
inf {eX, 9X} = J/X implying that YE D%(X), a contradiction. 
In this section we will, discuss a certain class of spaces whose compactifications 
form a lattice. The following Theorem is obtained by a generalization of the idea used 
Visliseni and Flachsmeyer [8] to construct an example of a non-locally compact $,pace 
X such that K(X) is a lattice. 
Let A be a space such that if D and D’ are disjoint subsets of PA\A 
anal D v D’ is countable and discrete in @A\A, then cl,,D n cl,JY = 0. L.-et 
T(A) = A v (p E PA\A: p E cl,JZ\E for some couatab%e E G /3&%]. If 
T(A) E .X s BA, then K(X) is a b-lattice. 
oof. First note that PX = PA, since AS Xc PA. We first claim that if K is a 
compact subset of pX\X, then K is finite. For suppose that K is infinite. Then there 
exists a countably infinite, discrete subset E of K. E c K c ,/3X\X c @t$\A, so 
dsAE\E G T(A) n K s /X n K = 0, i.e. E is compact, a contradiction. Thus K is 
finite. Next we claim that if 6~ Dax( fiX\X), then & is finite. Su.ppose that & is 
infinite a is a countable family of distinct membjers of 6,. Let E = 
UK:n pX\X C_ PA\ A and E is countably infmi te by the first claim. 
Hence c&E\E c T(A) c X and there is a q E cl,,E\E for otherwise clPAE = E c 
pX\X, contradicting to the firs,t claim. We have (q}, K1 E 6 and qnl K1. Hence there is 
a &saturated open set U1 such that q E U1 and K1 nclsxU1 = Br.. Let no = 0, nl = 1, 
Uo=pX and .Ko=fi. Let k and suppose that {K1, . l l , K,,,. c {Km : n E 
and(Uo,.“., LJk} are constru 
(a) Uj is a &saturated open set in fiX, 0 G i s k, 
(b) qE [J and K~inclsxU,=fl,O~i~k, 
(c) 
(r} E 6 and r& (=1&Y. Heno5 there is a &saturated open set W in $X such that I E W 
n D’ = $J, Since r (E clsX&i, then & E for some k. th & E K,, G w, a 
mntrarfiction. Therefore & is finite. Et fcjllows that K(X) is a lzlttke. 
Recall that a point p E % is called d pi:@iiPrt if for each countable family { k’, : n E 
tmbods of p there is an open V in .T such that J’I E V G V, fcr each 
T is a P-space if and only if Y’ consists of Ppoints I& Theorem 14.29). 
Assuming the continuum hypothesis if; A is locally compact, ~alcompact and not 
act, then T(A) is not lscallly compact. For suppose that T(A) is locally co.apact. 
, Ikeorertt 9.53 T(A)\A # ,@.. Since PT(A) = /3A, then T(,k) is open in PA. By 
er&e 9M.3) there is a. P-point p of /3A\A contkined in T(A)\A. Thus there is a 
countable subset I? of @I\ 4 such that p E d,&\E c @A'\ A, a contradiction. Hence 
T(A) is not lo+Aly campact. 
oted .that fiT(A)\T(Aj is not, in general, a P-space. For let 
[7] has shown that assuming contin.uum hypothesis 
there is a point 17 E /3 w’hich is not a P-point Iof /3 
se that p is a P-poi 
uch that p E V, for e 
there exists an open subset W of /3 
. Let Pdenote the set of P- 
shows that P E pT’\ T and so BT\ T is dense in p 
(V,\T)= Vn foreach nE 
. The argument above 
, a coartradiction. 
3. Let A be either cr-wm!pact ad! locally compact or extremally d&con- 
nected. If T(Aj G X c @A, then K(X) is a b-lattice. 
The prc-sf follows from [4, Theorem 14.27, Exerfzises D&N and 9H] and the 
fact that if A is extremely disconnected so is PA. 
t X be the topological su of’tw~ spaces Al and AT. 
I,2 and ifE is n infinite subset of PA ,\A 
Y. hdii / Lattices of compac$cations of Tychonoff spaces 57 
K E td\!&, . . . , KJ) and LE?jd\{Li, . . . , L,} we have K c@AiO\Ab and 
LsfiAJ.A,. By the definition of $s there are &, Lsj E yj such that K, lJ 
(PAi\Ai)EK,arndL,n(PAijAi)cL,i~orr=l,...,n;~=’d,...,m;i-‘1,2.E,et 
T=lJ(KtiuL~i:r=l,...,n;s=l,...,m; i=l,:!}anda!=jl;T;\_.l‘r\j~~,~~~i:r= 
1 ,..., n;s=l,...,m;i= 1,2}. Then it can be easily seen that cy E .Z?~,(/3X\X) 
and 6 u q < cy. Hence sup (5, q} exists in D,& pX\X). 
Let 441 =pNx[O, oJ\ X (ol}. It CE n be easily verified that T(AI) = Az and that 
Al satisfies the hypothesis of Theorer?as 5.4 and 5.4. Let A2 be any locally compact 
space 2 zd X be the topological sum of A 1 and AZ. Then K(X) is a la$t&. 
It should be noted that if A is a space such that for each infinite subset E of 
pA\A, A ncl,& + 8, it does not follow that K(A) is a lattice. To show this 1st 
u {p} be the one point compactification of and A= 
We have seen in Section 2 that K(A) is not a lattice. It can be easily verified that if 
E is an infinite subset of EIA\A., the A ncls,E # 0. 
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